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Manpower Development for Korean Wave Related Industries 
in Vocational Colleges
Jung Tae-hwa, Choi Dong-son, Chang Heajung
The Korean Wave(Hallyu in Korean) is becoming a hot issue in Korea. It 
refers to the significant increase in the popularity of Korean culture including 
dramas, movies, and pop musics in Asia and more recently in other countries of 
the world. The wave has had considerable impacts on the international brand 
value of Korea as well as on the Korean economy.
Many articles and newspapers have reported that Korean cuisine, performance 
arts including ‘K-pop’(an abbreviation of “Korean popular  songs”), and tourism 
to Korea have played significant roles in the proliferation of the Korean Wave. 
Especially, tourism to Korea has increased significantly since the spread of the 
Korean Wave.
Korean vocational colleges has contributed to the outstanding development of 
the economy by meeting the needs of manpower from industries. They have 
opened various ‘KWRDs (Korean Wave Related Departments)’ related to 
‘KWRIs(Korean Wave Related Industries)’ in recent years.  
Based on the current situation, this study aimed at analyzing the current 
situation of KWRIs and KWRDs and exploring policy initiatives of the 
Government and pending tasks of vocational colleges.
This study adopted several research methods. 
1) A review of the related literature is carried out, focusing on the problems 
of manpower development of vocational colleges for KWRIs. 
2) ‘Future Wheel Methodology’ and FGI(Focus Group Interview) were 
adopted to investigate the current situation of KWRIs and manpower 
development in KWRDs. 
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3) A series of conferences were held with government authorities, vocational 
educators, and authorities from KWRIs with a view on developing policy 
initiatives of the Government and pending tasks of vocational colleges.
4) Finally, a seminar was held to present the outcomes of this study and to 
discuss the feasibility of the proposed initiatives and tasks. 
The major findings of this study are as follows.
1) Vocational colleges focusing on manpower development in KWRDs could 
open various blue oceans in the near future.
2) Systematic cooperations between each governmental authority are not 
sufficient in pursuing policies related to the development of KWRIs and 
KWRDs.  
3) Cooperation systems about manpower development for KWRIs are not 
activated between the central and local governments.
4) School-industry cooperation systems in vocational colleges are not activated 
in order to supply efficient manpower for KWRIs.
5) Curriculums of KWRDs in vocational colleges do not fully reflect 
characteristics of KWRIs in terms of manpower development.
A set of policy initiatives and tasks are suggested to cope with the needs of 
manpower development for KWRIs. 
1) The Government 
a. The Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries needs to extend 
the number of participating vocational colleges under ‘the Manpower 
Development Project for Korean cuisine’, which was initiated in 2009.
b. The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism needs to initiate the manpower 
development project for performance arts tourism in vocational colleges. 
The Ministry also needs to forecast the demand-supply of manpower in 
KWRIs.
c. The Ministry of Knowledge Economy needs to supplement KWRIs into 
‘the 17 Newly Emerging Industries’, which was initiated in 2009. This 
initiative will motivate vocational colleges to develop manpower for 
KWRIs. 
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d. The Ministry of Employment and Labor needs to expand the number of 
in-service employees, who graduated vocational colleges and want to join 
skill- upgrade training, in KWRIs.
e. The Small & Medium Business Administration needs to expand ‘the 
Tax-Exemption Policy’ for in-service employees who graduated vocational 
colleges and work in small & medium firms in KWRIs. 
f. The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology needs to expand the 
opportunities for those vocational colleges that opened KWRDs to join 
various finance-supporting projects.  
g. The ministries in central Government need to set up strong cooperation 
system with local government in initiating new projects for the manpower 
development for KWRIs. 
2) Vocational Colleges 
a. Vocational colleges need to open ‘departmental track’, which is composed 
of departments of Korean cuisine, performance arts and tourism, in order 
to meet the manpower needs from KWRIs. 
b. Vocational colleges need to establish strong school-industry cooperation 
system in managing curriculums to meet the manpower needs from 
KWRIs.
c. Vocational colleges need to strengthen foreign language education and 
career counseling for students who are going to work in KWRIs.
d. Vocational colleges need to join various finance-supporting projects aiming 
at the manpower development for KWRIs by the central Government and 
local governments. 
e. Vocational colleges need to establish independent organizations to open a 
communication channel with authorities in the central Government and 
local governments. This effort will motivate vocational colleges to join 
national and regional projects aiming at manpower development for KWRIs
